Why Conduct a Lead Assessment

The single biggest reason for testing is for children under six years with an Elevated Blood Level and learning disabilities.

Assessments

- Are important for worker safety
- Can eliminate the need for a clearance
- Can allow you to pressure wash and other more effective prep methods
- Can allow unskilled labor to perform work (homeowners included)
- Are required on many projects with government participation
- Guide the scope-writer or project supervisor to be efficient
- Can eliminate extremely costly clean-up of interior and exterior
- Can eliminate the need for extremely costly renovation methods caused by Pb content - either the job as a whole, or parts of it
- Can eliminate the need for a licensed expensive Pb supervisor or remediation company

NWGB Licenses/Certifications

- HCV Housing Quality Standard Specialist
- Lead Clearances
- Licensed XRF Operator
- Radiation Safety Training

Residential Prices

Initial Assessment $450 (Limited to defined scope of work)

Clearance $450 (Limited to Initial Assessment scope of work)

NWGB Lead owns and operates a Niton XRF Gun to perform its initial assessments.

NWGB is a subsidiary of NeighborWorks Green Bay. nwgreenbay.org